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Abstract
Automated analysis of histopathology whole-slide images is impeded by the scanner-
dependent variance introduced in the slide scanning process. This work presents a novel
dual-channel auto-encoder based model with a multi-component loss which learns a
scanner-invariant representation of histopathology images. The learned representation
can be used for a number of histopathology-related applications where images are cap-
tured from different scanners such as nuclei detection and cancer segmentation. The
approach is validated on a set of lung tissue sub-images extracted from whole slide im-
ages. This method achieves a 50% improvement in SSIM score on tissue masks derived
from the learned representation compared to related methods. To the best of the author’s
knowledge, this is the first work which explicitly learns a scanner-invariant representa-
tion of histopathology images from multiple domains simultaneously without labelled
data or expensive preprocessing techniques.
1 Introduction
Histopathology has long been the gold standard for the diagnosis of different types of cancer
[23][14][24]. This effect has been further compounded by the introduction of computational
pathology thanks to advancements in whole-slide image scanners. Computational pathol-
ogy is a state-of-the-art technology that aims to distinguish and diagnose tissue components
(e.g. nuclei, stroma, tumour) which has seen great advancements in recent years due to the
development of artificially intelligent diagnosis systems [13].
Whole slide images (WSIs) are produced by colouring tissue sections with staining
agents; the most commonly used staining agents are Haematoxylin and Eosin [20]. Haema-
toxylin binds to genetic material, staining nuclei a deep blue whilst Eosin binds to proteins
and stains cytoplasm, collagen and muscle fibres a pinkish hue[8].
c© 2018. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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Figure 1: Examples of cell segmentation on images from different scanners. (a,b,c): orig-
inal data from Philips, Aperio, Hamamatsu. (d,e,f): multi-cell segmentations from a deep
learning model
Due to the chemical nature of the staining process, many variables can alter the visual
appearance of a given tissue section [3]. The inter-scanner variation is introduced by the
type of slide digitiser used which can cause large discrepancies in the illumination, contrast,
blur and resolution of the digitised images as well as introduce certain artefacts [10]. Whilst
these digital scanners do have parameters that can be modified, they typically remain static
for routine scanning procedures and so we do not account for these in this work.
Figure 1 shows examples of inter-scanner variations introduced by different digital scan-
ners for the same tissue specimen. We are using lung tissue specimens scanned by Aperio,
Hamamatsu and Philips branded scanners. Take the Aperio image (b) as a reference, the
Philips image (a) seems to be brighter and have lower contrast between nuclei and cyto-
plasm, whilst the Hamamatsu (c) image looks more similar to Aperio, but the pinkish hue
structures are less obvious than in Aperio. Images (d,e,f) demonstrate the same multi-nuclei
segmentation algorithm applied to the three images. The aim of the algorithm is to seg-
ment the nuclei and classify them as benign (in green) or malignant (in red). We found that
the three scanners provide very different results, which shows that the state of art automated
classification systems struggle with diagnostic decisions under various staining and scanning
conditions. For instance, training a nuclei segmentation model on images from the Philips
scanner would not generalise well when applied to images from the other two scanners.
The existing methods to overcome the variation in histopathology images typically in-
volve attempting to match the input images to some target image as a preprocessing step.
The aim of stain normalisation is to find and match the colour space distribution among the
different scanners [19]. Our approach is based off the idea that the feature representation of
images will be variable under the colour distribution transform from one domain to another
even with the same tissue. If we can learn a scanner invariant feature representation we will
overcome this issue without requiring domain specific knowledge. Our algorithm employs
a dual-channel auto encoder framework to learn filters that are optimized by a novel multi-
component loss and are learned to map input data to a stain-and-scanner invariant feature
space which means the same features will be obtained from the different types of scanners
for the same tissue.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• We propose a novel dual-channel model based on auto-encoders to learn a normalised
feature representation of samples from different types of scanners which does not re-
quire labelled data or expensive pre-processing techniques such as ZCA whitening.
• We propose a novel multi-component loss which forces our dual-channel architecture
to learn similar representations for similar tissue regardless of the scanner used to
capture the tissue.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction about
the related works. Section 3 describes the framework and methodology. Section 4 evaluates
the method using a lung dataset and compares the algorithm with a state of art method.
Finally, in section 5 we present our concluding remarks.
2 Related Works
Existing slide normalisation methods fall into one of three categories: 1) colour matching,
2) stain separation and 3) learning-based techniques. These methods often frame slide nor-
malisation as a preprocessing step to be applied before some subsequent process such as
classification or segmentation and usually require the selection of a target image on which
the colour distributions of other images (the source images) will be matched. Reinhard et al
[15] proposed a colour histogram statistics feature to represent the whole target and source
image which is used to match the colour distributions across the images globally. Magee at
al [12] extend Reinhard’s method by grouping similar pixels with a Gaussian Mixture Model
and normalising these groups in the LAB colourspace. Due to the requirement for man-
ual selection of a target image these methods do not perform well when applied to a larger
dataset. The selection of target image is troublesome as it must contain a majority of both
staining variations and tissue types in order to perform well[21].
To achieve better stain representation, some works utilise the stain separation method
which maps images from the RGB space to the stain space (e.g. Haematoxylin, Eosin,
DAB) after which stain normalisation can be applied on a channel-to-channel basis. The
traditional approach is to find a stain vector by first calculating the RGB to optical density
space transformation and then applying a colour deconvolution algorithm. Khan et al de-
veloped this idea to estimate the stain matrix which can map every pixel to the appropriate
stain component [5]. Vahadane et al [21] use a sparse stain-separation strategy with colour
normalisation to match colour distributions whilst preserving image structure. Despite good
results in a number of scenarios, the methods based on stain separation are required to learn
a transfer matrix from the template image; however this matrix may not be applicable to the
rest of the dataset meaning one may need to calculate a matrix for each image depending on
the level of variation found in the dataset.
Learning based methods have been blossoming due to the development of deep learning
algorithms. These methods use the feature representation of images instead of pixel-level
colour matching. BenTaiab et. al use a GAN based stain transfer model to predict the two
domain spaces of the target and source datasets [2]. The main contribution of this idea is to
model an entire domain of images instead of a single reference image, however this method
relies on annotated training images [1] which can be difficult and expensive to acquire.
3 Method
3.1 Dual Channel Auto-Encoder Architecture
Given two stained and digitally scanned images of the same tissue section, a trained patholo-
gist can easily make decisions about the images regardless of the variance introduced during
the scanning process because the general structures within each image remain relatively un-
affected. Automated image analysis algorithms do not currently have the same ability to
intuitively separate the structure of the tissue from the scanner-specific artefacts.
To overcome this limitation of existing methods we define a dual-channel model which
is guided by a clustering mechanism. An overview of our system is shown in Figure 2. Each
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channel of our system consists of an auto-encoder with identical architecture. Each auto-
encoder consists of two modules - an encoder and a decoder. The encoders have two fully
connected layers which map from the flattened input image xi,S or xi,T to a low-dimensional
feature vector. We choose two layers as it allows our models to learn higher level abstractions
of our data in a low-dimensional space without causing problems with convergence or over-
fitting [4]. The decoders map from the low-dimensional feature vector to an reconstruction of
the input image. Our choice of fully-connected layers over convolutional layers is motivated
by the fact that our input sizes are small, meaning the translational-invariance provided by
convolutional layers yielded little benefit to performance whilst increasing the time required
to train our model.
Figure 2: Overview of our alignment, patch extraction and representation learning pipeline
3.1.1 Model Training
Given a dataset of aligned tissue image-patch pairs X where XS ∈ X and XT ∈ X represent
the set of source and target patches respectively, we train both auto-encoders in tandem in
such a way that the input xi,S to gS(·) represents the same tissue as the input xi,T to gT (·)
but captured by a different scanner. These patches are simultaneously fed through the auto-
encoders AE-S and AE-T respectively during which we capture the feature representations
zi,S, zi,T of each input from the encoders as well as the reconstructions xˆi,S, xˆi,T from the
decoders. We calculate a multi-component loss function of the outputs from each encoder
and decoder followed by back-propagation [9] to compute the gradients of our loss with
respect to the parameters of each auto-encoder. We then optimise the parameters of our
model using the ADAM algorithm [6].
For each epoch of training, we capture the encoded representation zi,T ∈ ZT of each ith
target patch xi,T ∈ XT . We then apply the standard k-means method to ZT , splitting it into
separate clusters of similar data points which we use to define the pseudo-labels CT . These
labels are crucial to the success of our system as they allow us to apply the centre loss to the
source and target data points which, along with the feature loss increases the similarity of
learned representations between the source and target datasets.
3.2 Problem Formulation
Given a set of N pairs of aligned tissue patches, our goal is to learn a compact representation
of these patches which is invariant to the scanner each patch was captured from without
the use of tissue labels. Auto-encoders are suitable for this task as they are able to produce
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meaningful representations of input data without labels by learning to reconstruct each input.
The goal of a traditional auto-encoder can be defined like so:
argmin
WE ,WD
N
∑
i=1
L(xi, f (g(xi,WE),WD)) (1)
Where g(xi,WE) is the encoding function parameterised by WE which maps the input
data xi to a feature vector zi, f (·,WD) is the decoder function parameterised by WD which
maps from the feature vector to a reconstruction xˆi of xi and L denotes a loss function. The
optimisation of this formula therefore involves finding the optimal weights W ∗E ,W ∗D such that
the loss function L (typically the mean square error) is minimised.
To achieve a scanner-invariant representation of images from two domains, we must en-
sure that any two images of the same tissue are mapped to the same feature vector. Within
the Dual-Channel Auto-Encoder (DCAE) architecture we have two auto-encoders and there-
fore two encoding functions, denoted gs(·) and gt(·) for the source and target domains re-
spectively. Experimentally we observe that in the standard auto-encoder scenario, any pair
of aligned patches {xi,S,xi,T} from separate domains are mapped to very different feature
vectors due to the variance introduced in the slide-scanning process. To enforce similarity
between the respective feature vectors {zi,S,zi,T} of the inputs, we introduce a regularising
term which we call the feature loss (L f eature) which quantifies the L2-distance between the
feature vectors.
Each patch in our dataset may contain any number of different tissue types which leads
to blurry boundaries between the clusters in our feature space. This is problematic when the
representations {zi,S,zi,T} of a pair of aligned images {xi,S,xi,T} sit on a boundary between
clusters. Discrepancies between their feature vectors can result in them being assigned to
separate classes or clusters in some subsequent classification task. Our solution to this is
a second regularisation term called the cluster loss (Lcluster) which is a modified version of
the center loss [18]. Different from the traditional center loss which typically requires pre-
defined labels, we sum the L2 distance between the feature vectors of two aligned patches
and the cluster centroid which is nearest to zi,T . We also achieve this without the use of pre-
defined labels by deriving pseudo-labels through the application of the k-means algorithm to
the set of all target feature vectors ZT . We detail each objective of our system below.
Lr(xi) = Lreconstruction(xi,S,xi,T ) = ‖xi,S− f (g(xi,S,WE,S),WD,S)‖22
+ ‖xi,T − f (g(xi,T ,WE,T ),WD,T ))‖22 (2)
L f (xi) = L f eature(xi,S,xi,T ) = ‖gS(xi,S)−gT (xi,T )‖22 (3)
Lc(xi) = Lcluster(xi,S,xi,T ) = ‖gS(xi,S)− ci,T‖22 +‖gT (xi,S)− ci,T‖22 (4)
We then define the overall objective of our system below.
argmin
W
N
∑
i=1
{
(1−λ )(Lr(xi))+λ (max(L f (xi),Lc(xi))) if Lr(xi)< α
Lr(xi) otherwise
(5)
Where W represents the weights of both auto-encoders ({WE,S,WD,S,WE,T ,WD,T}), Lr
is the reconstruction loss, L f is the feature loss, Lc is the cluster loss and α is a threshold
hyper-parameter.
The reconstruction loss Lr(·) is the primary supervising signal guiding our model towards
learning meaningful representations of each input image. In the early stages of training
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we can assume that the representations produced by each encoding function will change
drastically in order to produce better reconstructions and therefore reduce the associated
penalty. Applying the feature loss and/or cluster loss when the reconstruction loss is high
encourages our network to converge towards representations that hold little semantic value;
this is undesirable as it can result in non-discriminative representations of our images.
In our example the feature loss may produce stronger gradients than the reconstruction
loss and so our network will produce representations which are similar across domains but
may hold no semantic value. To counteract this, we employ the loss-balancing approach
described in [11] In our experiments we use λ = 0.25; this means our objective is weighted
as 75% reconstruction loss and 25% the other terms.
The feature loss and cluster loss are both defined as the L2-norm between two points in
our proposed feature space defined by the encoding functions; this can be seen in figure 3
where it is visualised as a triangle. Our losses residing in the same space means we can apply
them without normalisation, however in our work we balance each feature loss and cluster
losses using the max(·, ·). Similar to the λ parameter, this method of combining the losses
prevents one term from taking priority over another which can be interpreted geometrically
as keeping the triangle in figure 3 as equilateral as possible.
Figure 3: Overview of our DCAE architecture. S and T represent the encoded representation
of the source and target images respectively. C represents the cluster centroid closest to T.
The triangle depicts how our losses are calculated.
4 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate the efficacy of our proposed DCAE model for the objective of learning a com-
pact, discriminative, scanner-invariant representation of histopathology images on a privately
sourced dataset of 263 sub-image pairs of size 960x960 which are extracted from whole
slide images. We compare our method to the most similar state-of-the-art technique called
StaNoSA [4] as well as a basic clustering example based on pixel RGB values in the source
and target images.
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To evaluate the efficacy of our system, we calculate tissue masks from the source and
target domains using our DCAE model and then calculate a number of similarity metrics
across each mask.
This is achieved by splitting each image into a set of overlapping patches such that every
pixel in the tissue mask is a function of the corresponding patch surrounding this pixel in the
original image. Given two sets of image patches {xS,xT}, we map each patch to the feature
space using the corresponding encoder function, i.e zS = gS(xS),zT = gT (xT ). We fit a k-
means model on zT and assign labels to the source and target feature sets based on maximal
similarity to one of the k-means cluster centroids.
4.1 Experimental Setup
We implement a bespoke auto-encoder architecture in the PyTorch framework which is used
for both the source encoder and the target encoder. Each fully connected layer in our model is
followed by the SELU activation function [7] which improves the flow of gradients through
our auto-encoders and allows us to omit popular regularisation strategies such as batch nor-
malisation. We optimise the parameters of our model using the ADAM algorithm [6] with a
learning rate of 2e-04 for both networks. As no code was available at the time of writing we
also implemented the StaNoSA model in PyTorch as faithfully as possible. For each exper-
iment on the DCAE model we use α = 0.1 and λ = 0.25. We set the α parameter based on
the experimental observation that when Lr ≤ 0.1 the reconstructed images are of relatively
high quality and the feature vectors ZS and ZT change very little at this point,
We run a representation learning experiment with our custom dataset with multiple mod-
els and input sizes. For each experiment we train the model from scratch for 250 epochs for
approximately 16 hours. We train each model on a machine with an NVidia M60 GPU with
8GB of on-board memory, 126GB RAM and an Intel Xeon CPU.
Each scanner is calibrated using a reference slide in accordance with the manufacturer’s
specification and image variance was reduced by only digitising slides after a burn-in period
of 2 days.
When applying the K-Means algorithm at any point in this paper we select K = 10.
This choice is based on the resolution of our images; StaNoSA uses images captured at
40x magnification and use K = 50 for their experiments whereas our images are captured
at 10x magnification and therefore will not contain as much detail; we reflect this change in
magnification in our choice of K.
4.2 Dataset
We start with a set of 60 whole slide images representing 30 different lung tissue specimens.
Each specimen has been stained once and scanned twice using either Aperio or Philips brand
scanners. We match each WSI from the Philips set to the corresponding WSI in the Aperio
set such that each pair represents the same tissue specimen. These images are not guaranteed
to be aligned. Due to the size of the WSIs (typically 2-3GB) our first challenge is to split
these WSI pairs into a set of smaller, coarsely-aligned images to facilitate more convenient
processing of the data.
The standard U-Net model [16] is applied to each WSI pair to segment the background
and tissue classes which then form binary tissue masks. Affine registration is then applied to
align each pair of masks and the discovered transformation is applied to each original image
to form a set of coarsely aligned WSI pairs. Each pair is then split into smaller sub-images
of size 960x960x3.
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Figure 4: Overview of our ORB-based patch alignment and extraction process. Left: ORB
features are calculated matched across two images of the same tissue. Right: a patch is
extracted from the corresponding points of each match and added to the source and target
datasets respectively.
We then derive a set of aligned image patch pairs X using ORB feature matching [17].
We compute and match ORB features across each sub-image pair and extract a small patch
around each corresponding point. Applying the patch-extraction process to each sub-image
in our dataset we produce approximately 300,000 pairs of finely aligned patches for the
training dataset. See Figure 4.
4.3 Comparison
Given two masks of the same tissue, we wish to calculate the similarity between them. This
is made difficult by the misalignment in our custom dataset. Therefore, to make compar-
isons between masks we use a similar approach to our patch extraction method; we compute
and match ORB features between the source and target images and extract patches from
each mask corresponding to the matched points. We are then able to measure similarity be-
tween each matched patch without having to perfectly align each image globally. For every
matched patch we calculate mean squared error (MSE), structural similarity (SSIM) [22] and
a histogram-based measure of similarity called SSD (see [4] for a definition of SSD).
MSE gives us an absolute, pixel-wise measure of similarity between the two patches.
SSIM gives us a similar measure of similarity except that it is more robust to the effects
of noise and translation whilst SSD provides a global measure of similarity based on his-
tograms.
4.4 Experiment: Evaluation of Scanner Invariance
Our aim in this experiment is to evaluate whether the DCAE model can represent two im-
ages of the same tissue captured by different scanners with greater similarity than the existing
StaNoSA method. To examine the efficacy of our proposed system over raw colour informa-
tion we provide a baseline called ’pixel’ which is simply the K-Means algorithm applied to
raw pixel values. We apply the DCAE, StaNoSA and pixel methods to the custom dataset.
4.4.1 Results
We first discuss the quantitative results of our experiment with respect to each model. Table
1 shows the averaged performance achieved by each model with respect to the ORB-aligned
MSE, SSIM and SSD scores. When discussing our models, we use ’F’ and ’FC’ to refer our
model using just the feature loss and the combined feature-cluster loss respectively. We see
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Figure 5: Two pairs of matched patches and their corresponding learned representations with
each method. The top row in each group represents the source patch and each representation.
The bottom row of each group represents the target image and each representation.
that the FC model is able to achieve a 0.097 increase in SSIM score in the custom dataset, a
16% improvement in MSE score and a 23% reduction in SSD score compared to StaNoSA.
Our F model improves on these results further with a 0.29 increase in SSIM score, a 51%
improvement on MSE and a 84% improvement in SSD. Our ORB-based metric calculations
provide a measure of similarity across the two images but they are biased towards areas of
the images which are deemed ’interesting’ due to the nature of the ORB feature extraction
algorithm; this means that areas with relatively little variation are not well represented in
our calculations. We observe that the DCAE model performs significantly better in these
low-interest image areas such as the background but this is not reflected in our results.
Figure 6: Visualisations our DCAE feature space with (a) feature loss only and (b) feature
loss and cluster loss. (c) TSNE visualisation with image patches. Each colour in (a,b) rep-
resent a psuedo-label defined by the k-means algorithm. Source and Target data points are
represented by squares and triangles respectively. (Best viewed in colour).
Next we discuss the qualitative, visual results of the various models. A visual example of
the representation produced by each model for the same aligned image patches can be seen
in Figure 5. We see a notable improvement in tissue mask similarity when using the DCAE
model over StaNoSA. There is a clear increase in structural similarity as well as an increase
in the level of detail available in the image. For example, the DCAE-FC model appears to
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F-8 FC-8 FC-16 FC-32 Pixel STANOSA-8
MSE 0.030979 0.052535 0.047547 0.028316 0.086439 0.062901
SSIM 0.611349 0.438763 0.421607 0.611243 0.178944 0.324174
SSD 0.000085 0.000454 0.000218 0.000125 0.001637 0.000590
Table 1: Tissue-mask similarity results for the different model. F=DCAE with feature loss
only, FC=DCAE with feature-cluster combination. Number after name indicates patch size.
segment nuclei with a high degree of accuracy whereas many of these details are lost in the
StaNoSA and RGB-pixel methods. We hypothesise that the increased similarity between the
masks using the DCAE-FC model is due to the combined feature-cluster loss which forces
our system to produce consistent features regardless of the image domain whilst the increased
level of detail is because we use two auto-encoders instead of just one. Allowing each
network to specialise in representing a single domain of images, we are able to learn more
detailed representations of each domain as the models do not have to account for scanner-
related variances as they would with a single model.
To further evaluate the effect our combined feature-cluster loss has on our learned rep-
resentation, we apply principal component analysis (PCA) to a batch of 4096 image patches
for the DCAE-F (a) and DCAE-FC (b) models respectively which can be seen in Figure 6.
We observe a significant level of overlap between the clusters when using only the feature
loss (a) which is not seen when using the combined feature-cluster loss which exhibits clear
separation between each cluster.
5 Conclusion
The performance of automated diagnostic systems for histopathology images is hindered by
the significant variation across data sources due to differing staining and scanning methods.
Existing works tackle this problem with colour normalisation techniques. In this paper we
show that colour normalisation can be avoided entirely with an unsupervised dual-channel
representation learning model that learns similar representations of the same tissue across
different domains that can easily be adapted to include classification and segmentation type
tasks. Although our proposal demonstrates promising results, it should be noted that an auto-
encoder is required for each scanner which could lead to problems when running the system
at scale. Future work will entail learning a representation that is invariant to both stain and
scanner variation with greater robustness and testing our scanner-invariant representation on
the publicly available MITOS-ATYPIA and GLAS datasets for representation learning and
classification tasks.
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